
EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP 
1. Create Culture–  
This involves intentional development of leadership language to communicate with great clarity the beliefs that drive the behaviors that 

create experiences. Culture happens either by design or default and often the absence of intentional attention to the development of culture 

is translated as “lack of expectations”, “lack of cohesive effort” or “lack of leadership”.  There is depth of reflection and forethought that must 

precede the personal and collective development of leadership language- but once established, the cadence of consistency creates the 

safety and security needed for all other aspects of work to flourish. 

 

2.  Cultivate Effective Collaborative Teams–  
While these words are catchy enough to become cliche- the work itself is incredibly complex. Cultivating effective collaborative teams involves 

a creative and strategic approach to organizational structure, hiring, communication, and capacity building to equip all team members with 

the ability to navigate the complexities of the interpersonal dynamics that exist on all teams. Developing the capacity to collaborate effectively 

is critical to becoming a functional team as outlined by Lencioni encompassing: trust and vulnerability, productive challenge, collective 

commitment, mutual accountability, and focus on results.  

 

3. Socially Construct a Vision- 
While many recommend beginning with a compelling vision, if done prior to the creation of culture and establishment of highly effective 

collaborative teams – the vision often lasts only as long as the visionary leader and fails to truly transform the work of the organization. 

Rather, if the community embraces clearly articulated core beliefs and collaborates effectively- a vision can be collectively developed and 

holistically owned giving it the possibility of outlasting any particular individual. 

 
4. Align Systems & Supports- 
Systems should be created to serve individuals and support work toward the vision, not constrain possibilities.  Attempting to outline effective 

systems separate and apart from a specific context and socially constructed vision is not holistically relevant- however, relative to the vision 

for educational experiences to be personally relevant and authentically rigorous there are a few systemic components that are essential 

including: competency-based curriculum, experience-based instructional design, and mastery-based reporting. 

 

5. Realize Self-Authored Integrated Learning–  
Self-Authored Integrated Learning is a concept borrowed from other aspirational educational systems -it may not be the aim of other fields  or 

even universal to all school districts but it is the aim of the work that I am currently privileged to be part of.  Realizing this aim relies upon 

several of the aforementioned components including collaboration among teams of educators and integration of competencies through 

practical application. It also integrates the concepts of personal agency. In the works of Coyle and Gladwell there is reference to elite levels 

of mastery taking 10,000 hours.  Students who enter systems of public education in PreK and graduate from 12th grade commit 

approximately 17,640 hours to mastering the skills and capacities outlined by the governing system. Most systems of public education have 

locally developed portraits of a graduate that articulate relevant and lasting skills such as communication, collaboration, entrepreneurship, 

and citizenship -but unfortunately, the measures of accountability from state organizations are far from aligned to these aims. The are 

districts, however, that have found ways to scaffold the development of agency for all learners within the confines of state systems. They 

do so by creating conditions to empower students through opportunities such as student internships, student-led conferences, student 

leadership roles, and incorporation of student voice in meaningful ways such as contribution to instructional design and hiring decisions.  In 

these systems, self-authored integrated learning is possible and powerful. 

 

6. Embrace an Iterative Existence–  
This component is possibly the most important and though sequentially it is listed last, it is relevant and necessary throughout each of the 

previously listed phases of organizational transformation. John Dewey put it best in saying that, “Education must be conceived as a continuing 

reconstruction of experience; the process and the goal of education are one and the same thing”. This mirrors Horace Mann’s depiction that 

education is capable of adaptation to maintain relevance as “the materials upon which it operates are so pliant and ductile as to be susceptible 

of assuming a greater variety of forms than any other earthly work”. This brings us back to the wonderful challenge of the fluidity of education 

and leadership for individuals and organizations. There are infinite possibilities when learning is the truly the core business of the system.  

 


